Abstract. The scientific goal of the KOSMOTEPETL program is to observe and to study ultra high energy cosmic rays through the fluorescent tracks that they produce in the Earth atmosphere with the help of satellite based optical cameras based on the technology of a large mirror-concentrator of light. At low orbits (400-600 km) a mirror with an area of 400 m 2 will allow us to observe neutrino induced horizontal tracks starting at the energy threshold of 1 EeV. With these neutrinos, which have to be produced in collisions of extreme energy cosmic rays (with energy > 50 EeV) with background photons at distances > 100 Mpc, the most distant cosmic ray sources will be revealed. Design of the TUS and KLYPVE detectors (the first detectors of the KOSMOTEPETL program with a mirror area 2 and 10 m 2 ) is presented.
INTRODUCTION
To resolve the important and interesting problem of the origin of the extremely high energy cosmic rays (EHECR) detectors with a large operation area (> 10 the Airwatch concept, several space projects are being developed: OWL (Takahashi et al, 1996 [3] ), KLYPVE [4, 5] ) and EUSO (Scarsi et al, 2000 [6] ). In the Russian Federation (RF) the efforts to resolve the EHECR problem by ground detectors (EAS-1000 project, Khristiansen et al, 1992 [7] ) were joined by two space projects: KLYPVE (within the frame of the scientific program on board of the Russian segment of the ISS) and TUS (as an additional payload on one of the Russian satellites). The main feature of the detectors planned for these projects is the segmented Fresnel mirror designed by the joint MSU and RSC Energia group for special conditions of transportation to orbit on Russian space vehicles. In Mexico the efforts to resolve the EHECR problem by participation in the international Pierre Auger Collaboration constructing the largest ground detector are also complemented by interest in the Airwatch concept. The two sides: RF and Mexico are now applying to their governments for support for the joint space program KOSMOTEPETL. The main goal of this program is not only to study the proton-nuclei component of EHECR, observable only at source distances <100 Mpc (GZK horizon), but also to record neutrinos of energy E > 1 EeV produced by EHECR beyond the GZK horizon (Linsley, 2000 [8] ). To accomplish this goal the KOSMOTEPETL optical detector has to have an energy threshold E^r of about 1 EeV. In the first stage an experiment covering a moderate atmosphere area of about 10 4 km 2 (when observing from low orbits, 400-600 km of altitude, with a field of view 15° x 15°) has high chances for success. To achieve the energy threshold Ei t h r =1 EeV a very large mirror-concentrator is needed. Its design has to be checked against the experience gained in the operation of the KLYPVE segmented Fresnel mirror. On the other hand having the large mirror-concentrator one can discuss the observation of all Earth atmosphere from a geo-stationary orbit (with a distance from Earth = 36,000 km). The geo-stationary detector with a field of view 8° x 8° observes 2.8 10 7 km 2 of atmosphere so EHECR of energies > 1000 EeV can be recorded with a rate = 1 per hour (if the energy spectrum keeps the trend observed by AGASA). The KLYPVE and TUS projects constitute the first stages of the KOSMOTEPETL program.
STATUS OF THE KLYPVE PROJECT

General description of the detector
In the KLYPVE project the optical detector ("camera") for registration of EHECR events is planned to be installed on board of the Russian Segment of the ISS (RS ISS). Figure 1 shows an artistic view of the KLYPVE detector among other parts of RS ISS. The camera mirror is a segmented Fresnel mirror with an operation area =10 m 2 and with a focal distance = 3 m. The mirror concentrates the light on a mosaic of pixels placed in the focal plane. Every pixel has a square window of size 15 x 15 mm so that the angular pixel size is 5 mrad. The camera field of view 15° x 15° is filled with the mosaic of 2500 pixels. From the ISS orbit (400 km in average) this camera observes an atmosphere area 100x100 km with a pixel resolution of 2x2 km. The shadow of the photo sensor construction is less than 10%. The transportation of all scientific equipment to the RS ISS will be done with the space vehicle Progress TM that has limited entrance diameter for transported parts. The design of the segmented Fresnel mirror is suited to this condition. In Figure 2 the full mirror of 37 segments is shown. The diameter of one segment is 60 cm, the thickness 25 mm. In the lower part of the figure three segments are shown in a packed position, in which the mirror size is about 60x100 cm. The hexagonal shape of the segments was chosen for reasons of "triangular" mechanical fixing of segments in one plane. The mechanics of segment development to a full mirror size allows to make the mirror plane with segment deflections less than 2 mrad. In Figure 3 the Fresnel mirror operation is illustrated in an example with the first 7 mirror segments. The width of reflective rings increases with the distance to the optical axis. The curvature radius of the rings also changes so that the focal point of every ring is in the same position -300 cm from the mirror plane. The width and curvature radius of rings are determined by the height of the rings which is chosen =10 mm (the base of every segment has a thickness of 15 mm). Mirror segments will be made from carbon plastic material as replica of the steel polished form shown in Figure 4 . Carbon plastic is a special material stable to changes in temperature in the range of -150° to +150° C. The carbon plastic surface in contact with the metal is melted and then has to be polished FIGURE 2. The KLYPVE mirror of 37 segments. Development from packed position to the operation position is illustrated for 3 segments. and aluminized. The expected reflection coefficient of the aluminized surface in the wavelengths 320-400 nm is 83%.
The aberration in the Fresnel mirror for a field of view $ = ±7.5° (i() is the angle from the camera spot to the optical axis) was calculated with M-C simulations. It was shown that it is close to that of a parabolic mirror even when the Fresnel rings have spherical curvature. In Figure 5 the photon distribution in the focal plane for a parallel beam with angle ^=7.5° is shown for the KLYPVE Fresnel mirror and for ordinary spherical and parabolic mirrors of the same diameter and focal distance. It is evident that the Fresnel mirror operates as a parabolic mirror. The aberration in a parabolic mirror is much less than in a spherical one. The calculated aberrations will be used in the simulation of event detection.
The photo receiver is shown in Figure 6 . The square shape of of the pixel window of the light guides allow to organize these into an orthogonal network of pixels. The photo multiplier (PM) tubes could be circular with diameter slightly less than 15 mm. The choice of pixel PM tube is a compromise between high sensitivity in the fluorescence wavelength band 320-400 nm, stable performance in the presence of high light noise, fast recovering after exposure to scattered day atmosphere light and slow aging. We prefer to use a tube with a multialkali cathode and a linear dynode system. The tube FEU-184UM tube (50 mm diameter), produced by Moscow plant, MELZ is of this type. It was tested, compared with other tubes, and its parameters were found to satisfy the above mentioned specifications (see Belanchenko et al, 2000 [9] ). At MELZ the production of smaller diameter tubes of the same type is in progress.
All pixels are covered with an UV filter. The UV window and an insulation box makes a pressurized container for pixel tubes, pixel electronics and data acquisition system including the operation (KLYPVE) computer. The event data are sent to the RS ISS board computer and then to the mission center on the Earth.
The fluorescence EAS track signals in the pixels were calculated for various primary energies E 0 and various zenith angles 0 of the entering tracks. The electron size along the track was calculated by Kalmykov et al. in 1997 [10] in the frame of the QGSJET model (Kalmykov et al, 1993 [11] ). The fluorescence photon yield in the wavelengths A = 320-400 nm was taken equal to 5 photons per meter of electron track (independent of the height in the atmosphere). The pixel PM tube quantum efficiency was taken as 20% and the mirror reflection coefficient as 0.83. The atmosphere light extinction was assumed to follow the law exp(-X/X 0 (A)) with X 0 (A) taken from the data on standard atmosphere extinction given in Ref. 12 . At this stage the mirror aberration was not taken into account.
In Table 1 the parameters of the tracks in the camera for for several values of E 0 and 9 are presented: n is the number of photo electrons (p.e.) in the pixel containing the EAS maximum, AL is the length of the EAS track seen by this pixel, H m is the height in the atmosphere of the EAS maximum (for primary protons), Li/2 is the track length at the half maximum, and T ly / 2 is the width of the signal at the half maximum. Also the signals from the Cherenkov light scattered back either from the clouds (average height = 6 km, albedo coefficient = 0.7) or from the ground surface (albedo coefficient = 0.1) are presented: A c / is the Cherenkov signal amplitude scattered back from clouds and t c / is its delay relative to the time of the signal of the maximum of the track; A gr and t gr are similar quantities for the Cherenkov signal scattered back from the ground. As one can see in Table 1 , the tracks with zenith angles larger than 60° are longer (with Li/ 2 > 10 km), their height of maximum is higher than 8 km and their duration longer with T\/ 2 > 50^s. The track width is approximately equal to the Moliere diameter of the shower at the given height, and at all zenith angles it is much less than the track length. The track width is also small compared with our camera angular resolution (5 mrad). The camera pixels divide the track length in intervals of the atmosphere depth. At the zenith angles of about 80° the pixel size 5 mrad corresponds to a depth interval of 40 g/cm 2 . The pixel depth interval increases when the zenith angle decreases. Due to the measurement of the temporal profiles of showers the resolution in the cascade curve could be high even at small zenith angles. For example, the cascade curve of an EAS with zenith angle 0-30° is divided in bins of 20 g/cm 2 The presence of a scattered back Cherenkov signal (ChS) allows to measure the absolute track depth (depth of shower maximum X ma;r ) in the atmosphere. For this purpose the height of the "reflective" surface should be determined by sending a light flash from the camera (see below) after every selected EAS event. This method of X ma;r determination is relevant in the geometrical analysis of the "hit" pixels as well as in the analysis of the temporal profile of the track signals.
Cherenkov light scatters back not only from "solid" surfaces such as clouds, sea and ground but also in the atmosphere. Raleigh scattering in the atmosphere is proportional to air density; thus the strongest ChS is expected from the lower part of the atmosphere. Aerosol scattering is also more probable in the low atmosphere. In the examples of tracks presented in Figure 7 Cherenkov scattered light prolongs the fluorescence track and the ChS makes peaks at the "reflective" surfaces. It should be noted that real geometrical reflection is expected from quiet sea surface (but with smaller efficiency). In this case the reflected signals go out of the camera field of view. On the other hand the residual shower in sea water can produce a very fast signal (tens of ns) if absorption in water is only due to Raleigh scattering. In Figure 8 three kinds of profiles of ChS scattered back from sea are shown: from quiet sea, from rough sea, and of the residual EAS in the sea. 
Noise in the camera pixels at low orbits
Our knowledge of the noise expected in the camera pixels at the night side of the Earth at the ISS orbit is based on previous space measurements of the atmosphere glow. In measurements of light in the wavelength band of the UV filter (A = 260-400 nm) at the Cosmos 45 satellite (R=200 km) it was shown (Lebedinsky et a/, 1965 [13] ) that the average intensity of light is in the range of 200-500 photons/ m 2 ns srad (measured above the oceans, without human made lights). In Figure 9 the noise at a moonless night expected from the Cosmos 45 measurements is shown as the lowest noise level (the time in one ISS circuit around the Earth is plotted on the X-axis).
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. i i The calculated noise from moon (scattered light) is also shown in Figure 9 for various moon phases. The scattered moon light depends on the moon elevation that changes during the circuit. For full moon and elevation 90° the noise is maximumabout 3xl0 4 photons/ m 2 ns srad. The noise in the UV range from cities varies from year to year (mostly increasing with time) and has to be checked in new observations. At moonless nights the light intensity z/=200 photons/ m 2 ns srad will produce noise in the camera pixels equal to (in number of photoelectrons)
= V200 x 0.2 x 10 x 2.5 x 10~5 x 6 x 10 3 = 9 p.e.,
where At is the time interval of the signal observation (At = 6,000 ns in this example), p is the pixel quantum efficiency (p = 0.2), S is the mirror area in m This noise level is 7 times lower than the fluorescence signals at the maximum of the EAS tracks at a primary energy E 0 = 10 EeV (Table 1) ; thus the observation of the tracks starting at an energy threshold of about 10 EeV is reliable. At full moon nights when the expected upward light intensity in the UV band is =100 times higher (the pixel noise is =10 times higher) the energy threshold is of about 100 EeV; thus the most interesting energy range E 0 > 100 EeV is observable even at full moon nights. The realization of measurements at moon nights is described in our second paper (on KLYPVE electronics), presented by Garipov in this workshop [ 
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The other source of noise is Cherenkov and fluorescence light produced by charge particles passing through optical elements of the photo receiver (PM tube glass, UV filter etc). These noise signals are very fast (ns) and in special cases (heavy CR nucleus producing fluorescence in glass) could initiate big charges in the PM tubes. The flux of charged particle from the Earth radiation belts is comparatively low at low orbits (<600 km), but while planning the trigger system of the space camera one should be aware of the intensity of fast signals from cosmic rays and "albedo" particles. For the ISS orbit (400-500 km) the intensity of albedo electrons of energy higher than 2 MeV (producing about 10-20 p.e. in the camera pixel by radiating Cherenkov light in the UV filter of thickness = 4 mm) is higher than that of galactic cosmic ray particles (producing the same signals in the camera optical elements) (Kuznetsov et al, 2000 [15] ). Data on the intensity of albedo particles as function of L-shell or latitude are shown in Figure 10 . In the Southern hemisphere the orbit crosses the Brazilian anomaly where the electron intensity is four orders of magnitude higher than in "quiet" regions. At high latitudes the ISS orbit slightly touches the radiation belt ( Figure 10 ). Fast signals from cosmic ray particles do not affect much neither the triggering system nor the pixel data of fluorescence tracks but they are important for the interesting experiment that searches for tau neutrino signals coming from the Earth (Takahashi, [16] ) and producing Cherenkov light directed to the camera (fast signals). The estimate of signals from neutrino induced direct Cherenkov light and the rate of albedo particle signals show that the separation of upward tau neutrino from the noise is reliable only in 2-fold coincidences of two space optical detectors (KLYPVE+EUSO?).
Control measurements of height in atmosphere of the surface scattering back the Cherenkov light
The measurements of the height of the surface that reflects the shower Cherenkov light can be made with the help of the same camera observing the scattered back signal of the control light pulse triggered immediately after (for example 1 ms after) recording the EHECR event. In 1 ms the position of the space station will change only by 8 m, i.e. the map of the "reflecting" surface will not change. For this purpose a flash lamp will be installed at the KLYPVE detector. On a signal from the camera that registers the EHECR event, the lamp flashes a pulse with a duration of about the time resolution of the pixel electronics (100-200 ns). In the time needed for the light to pass the distance R=400 km and back (2.6 ms) there has to be a region of signals scattered back in the atmosphere, from upper semitransparent clouds, from clouds and from the ground (sea). The accuracy in pixel time measurement (200 ns, see [14] ) gives a high accuracy in the measurement of the distance between the camera and the reflective media: an error of about 30 m. In Figure 11 the expected pixel temporal profile of the scattered back control signal is shown (notice that in low atmosphere the back scattered signal in air produces a continues curve). Response of all 2500 pixels to one flasher pulse gives the 3D information on atmosphere in the camera field of view (FOV).
Due to the big mirror area the level of signals in Figure 11 is large (10-100 times bigger than the noise in the time interval of 200 ns) even from a comparatively low intensity flash: of 10 18 -10 19 photons or of light power 0.1 -=-1J per pulse, 1-=-10J of electric energy per pulse. A lamp of that luminosity is available with wavelengths in the range of the photo receiver sensitivity. Measuring the reflected signal for a known lamp luminosity it is possible to measure the combined factor kr/, where k is the "albedo" coefficient of the surface and r] is the light absorption coefficient in atmosphere. With a known factor krj the ChS could be used as an additional estimator of the primary energy (along with the measurement of the fluorescent signal in the shower maximum).
In the case when the ChS "reflected" from a solid surface is out of the camera FOV the estimate of the absolute depth X maa7 could be done analizing the track profile. The continuous ChS is proportional to the air density and the lower in atmosphere is the track, the longer is the track profile. For neutrino induced horizontal tracks this method is specially important. In Figure 12 two expected "experimental" horizontal track profiles are shown: for H maa7 =4 km, and H maa7 =1 km. They are distinctly different in profile shape after the maximum. 
Data analysis. Expected errors in the energy and direction of the primary particle
The track data allow us to determine the main parameters of the primary particle: energy E 0 , directional angles 0 (zenith) and <p (azimuth), and the position of the shower maximum X ma;r . The PMT charge in every pixel or the charge in a given time interval (when one pixel is considered) corresponds to the flux Q(L) of fluorescence light emitted in a given track length interval AL. In the first approximation the yield q of fluorescence light per length unit is constant in a wide range of height in atmosphere. The primary energy E 0 could be easily determined from the Q value at the shower maximum as
Qmax is determined not only by the data of the pixel with maximum signal but also from the cascade curve available from all hit pixels. The statistical accuracy in the Q ma;r value (in p.e.) is better than 10% even at the energy threshold of the detector. The error in primary energy follows from the uncertainty in light collection at every pixel in a real mirror and the uncertainty in the experimental measurement of the pixel signals.
The determination of directional angles (p and 0 could be done analizing the timing of the track at each hit pixel according to its coordinates, i.e. at the given angular coordinates of the track. In this method the square pixel shape is preferable. Summing the data of the "hit" neighbor square pixels in both orthogonal directions one can determine the time of the track crossing the pixel orthogonal coordinates. The azimuth angle y> is determined as the ratio of the pixel pulse durations Atâ nd At y in the two orthogonal directions:
The ChS can be added to this analysis when available and then the accuracy in azimuth angle will be higher. As the zenith angle decreases, the number of the "hit" pixels decreases and the error in (p increases. In Figure 13a the estimate of the error in (p as a function of the zenith angle is presented (E 0 =30 EeV). The zenith angle 9 is determined analizing the angular velocity of the track:
where A^ is the angular size of the track in the pixel plane and At is the duration of the track in this angular size. It is evident that the error in the zenith angle 9 increases when 9 decreases (the number of "hit" pixels decreases). As in case of the azimuth angle, the ChS is helpful for a more accurate determination of the zenith angle. In Figure 13b the error in the zenith angle 9 is presented as a function of 9.
The important parameter of the shower is the position of shower maximum X ma;r . As was mentioned above, measurement of the ChS from a surface with a known height in atmosphere gives a way to have a reference height (depth) in the atmosphere for the whole track. The reference height might be measured with a high FIGURE 13. Error in directional angles and in the shower maximum as function of the azimuth angle. Primary energy E=30 EeV. accuracy (30 m) and the accuracy in the position of X max is limited due to the error in the relative position of X ma;r in the track. For inclined tracks (0 >60°) the position of the maximum would be determined with an error crxmax much less than the pixel size AX = 40 g/cm 2 (cr xmax =10 g/cm 2 ). For near vertical tracks X maa7 is determined from the temporal profile of the track with an accuracy dependent on the accuracy of timing. If the profile is measured with time intervals of 200 ns then the relative position of X max could be determined with an error of about 4 g/cm 2 . The resulting absolute position of X ma;r depends on the zenith angle. It is interesting that the big errors in the zenith angle determination in near vertical showers do not affect the absolute value of X ma;r (as cos# =1). For near horizontal showers the error in X maa7 increases with the error in zenith angle. In Figure 13c the dependence of the error ax max on the zenith angle is presented for the suggested error 10 g/cm 2 in the relative position of the shower maximum. The data acquisition system, the triggering conditions and their realization are described in our second paper [14] . It should be noticed that due to the mirror aberrations the energy threshold in the KLYPVE detector depends on angle ip between the camera axis and the direction to the event. Preliminary calculations showed that for ip < 4° at moonless nights the energy threshold is equal to 6 EeV and it increases with ij}. At the camera FOV edge (^=7.5°) the energy threshold is equal to 30 EeV. Using the AGASA experimental data on EHECR and assuming a 15% duty cycle we expect a rate of events with E > 6 EeV in the FOV ^<4°o f about 2000 per year and a rate of events with E> 100 EeV in the full FOV of about 30 per year.
Expected first scientific results from KLYPVE
The first expected scientific KLYPVE result is the shape of the energy spectrum of EHECR events. With an accuracy in the determination of the energy of 10% -higher than in ground arrays (30% in AGASA) -there is a chance to resolve the spectrum structure in the interesting range of 30-100 EeV where the AGASA data indicated that beyond the cut-off at 50 EeV there is a new EHECR component.
Making the assumption that a cut-off exists, we found from the AGASA data (taking into account their energy resolution of 30%) the real cut-off shown in Figure  14 by a solid line. The event statistics in one year of KLYPVE operation with a 10% energy resolution in the detector will allow to resolve the energy spectrum structure in the range of 30-100 EeV. In Figure 14 the expected KLYPVE data are shown: by crosses if there is a structure, and by circles if the energy spectrum is a power law with exponent = 3.
The other interesting result is the distribution over X ma;r of all registered events. In Figure 15 this distribution is shown for proton and nuclei cosmic ray particles (central main bulk of events), for relativistic grains (left distribution) and neutrinos (right shaded area). The first registration of events beyond the usual protonnuclei components of cosmic rays will be an important discovery. The interest in relativistic dust grains as a possible component of EHECR has been revised recently by Bingham and Tsytovich [17] . It is thought that dust grains are accelerated in SNR and after being neutralized they travel in straight lines to the observer. The sun light can ionize them and they could be destroyed near the sun. Registration of dust grains is more probable at the night side of the Earth. It is also expected that dust grains make "bursts" corresponding to the duration of their acceleration time in SNR.
Registration of neutrino events will open a new direction of the experimental EHECR research. As was mentioned in the introduction to the present paper, EHE neutrino astrophysics is one of the main goals of the space program KOS-
MOTEPETL.
The expected statistics of events with E > 100 EeV will help to search for EHECR point sources. If a point source is revealed the composition of particles from the source will be studied analizing the angular distribution of particles around the source. The experimental X ma;r distribution of particles directed to the source will add information on their composition.
THE TUS PROJECT
The time schedule of the KLYPVE project depends on the time schedule of the ISS development (the preliminary launching date is 2006). In the RF space program there are satellites to be launched earlier. On one of these satellites, RESURS DK, scheduled for launching on 2003, the pilot experiment TUS, in the line of the KLYPVE project, will be installed.
The TUS equipment is limited in mass, energy consumption and telemetry volume as TUS is a small addition to the main RESURS payload. The goal of the TUS project is to test the main principles of the KLYPVE camera design. With the limits given by the RESURS conditions, the TUS camera has the following parameters:
• The Fresnel mirror consists of 7 segments (shown above in Figure 3 ).
• The size of the segments is equal to the size of the KLYPVE segments, the mirror has an operation area of 1.7 m 2 .
• The focal distance of the mirror is 2 m.
• The number of pixels in the photo receiver is 256; the pixel design is identical to that of the KLYPVE pixel.
• The camera FOV is 6.4°x6.4°.
• The power consumption is 40 Wt.
• the whole mass is 100 Kg.
The mirror with its photo receiver has to be transported to orbit in a packed form and has to be developed to full size in the orbit, see Figure 16 .
FIGURE 16. The TUS detector on RESURS satellite (artistic view).
The orbit has a variable height: 350-600 km. With the presented above parameters the area of the atmosphere covered by the FOV is 45 x45 km and the EHECR energy threshold (at moonless night) is 60 EeV. The pixel size on the track is 3 km. The expected rate of EHECR in one year is of about 50-60 events. The TUS camera will regularly measure the noise in various conditions and will monitor the atmosphere, clouds, ground and sea measuring the back scattered light from the flasher. One of the goals of the TUS experiment is to check the PM tubes aging, the stability of the performance in space conditions of the PM tubes, and the stability of the electronics.
FUTURE PLANS
The experience in performing EHECR measurements with the help of the TUS and KLYPVE cameras will give us a possibility to design larger size mirrors needed for fulfilling the space program KOSMOTEPETL. At the moment we plan to design larger mirrors for observation of EHECR and EHE neutrinos with an energy threshold of 1 EeV from low orbits (350-650 km). For this aim the mirror area has to be about 400 m 2 , the aberration of the mirror has to be corrected in a FOV of 15°xl5° . This kind of mirror could be similar to the KLYPVE segmented Fresnel mirror but with a diameter of the segment =4 m. Segments of this size could be packed for launching by the PROTON rocket. The parameters of the camera (NCAM) for observing EHECR with an energy threshold of 1 EeV are presented in A camera detecting EHECR from a geo-stationary orbit has to be much more sophisticated but the general idea of its design is similar to the previous camerasit is a camera with a narrow field of view and moderate resolution on the track (2-3 km). The area of the mirror has to be at least 1000 m 2 (160 segments of 4 m diameter). The camera FOV has to be small-of about 8°x8° to cover only the night side of the Earth. To have 2 km track resolution the pixel size has to be of about 2 mm and the number of pixels has to be of about 6xl0 6 . The optical aberrations should not exceed 10 arcsec. To achieve these parameters a special design is needed but the goal of the observations is very attractive: the geo-stationary camera will have an energy threshold of about 100 EeV (7 p.e. in the track maximum with 1 p.e. noise). The rate of EHECR of energy bigger than 100 EeV is expected to be 50 per hour due to observation of 20% of the Earth visible circle. The parameters of the GEOST camera are listed in Table 2 in the last column.
